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Abstract

Apart from normal or mesophilic environment, organisms are found in extreme of salinity, and other hostile
environments in the earth. Extreme halophiles thrive as pure culture in their natural environments of saturated salt
as other microbes can’t venture to grow. Over the evolution, these microorganism grew up with specialized
transport-devices to solve the problem of osmoregulation. As a consequence whole of their biochemical machinery
started functioning in this highly saline brine situation that mesophile cannot withstand. Intensive researches are
thus carried out over the last fifty years to understand salt dependent properties of these proteins and enzymes.
Ferredoxin is a small soluble protein that functions as electron carrier in decarboxylation reactions in cytoplasm in
conjunction with an oxidoreductase. Two of its representatives from Halobacterium marismortui (HmFd) and
Halobacterium salinarum (HsFd) are extensively studied. Atomic structures of HmFd and HsFd reveal that halo
adaptation is largely mediated by a hyper acidic inserted domain of some 24 residues long at N-terminus region. By
designed kinetics and thermodynamics experiments it was demonstrated that HsFd indeed adapted in high salt and
requires ≥1.5M salt to retain its overall structural integrity. While non-specific electrostatic effect is operative at
≤0.25M salt, higher salt promote salt-bridge and hydrophobic stability. At intermediate salt where Hofmeister effects
of specific ion interactions are operative, HsFd forms a hydrophobic collapsed intermediate whose structural
properties differs from its native state in saturated salts. Thus intuitively, HsFd in its native state seems to entertain a
post Hofmeister like effect in that wide modulation of tertiary interactions might occur.

Abbreviations:
HmFd: Ferredoxin from Halobacterium marismortui; HsFd:

Ferredoxin from Halobacterium salinarum; SpFd: Spirulina platensis
ferredoxin; Nm: Native ferredoxin from mesophilic; Um: Unfolded
ferredoxin from mesophilic; Lh: Low salt form of HsFd; HCh:
hydrophobic collapse intermediate of halophilic; HsFd Lh: Halophilic
low salt form; Nh: Halophilic native state; CSB: Charge screening
boarder; HMB: Hofmeister boarder; Post-HMZ: post Hofmeister
Zone; HjFd: Haloarcula japonicum Ferredoxin.

Evolutionary Adaption of Halophiles in its Ecological
Niche

“Woesion revolution” [1] demonstrated that the family
halobacteriaceae belongs to the archaeal domain of lives. The
mechanisms that drive the path of its evolution are substitutions [2]
and lateral gene transfers via transformation [3] as high salinity favors
better preservation of environmental genetic materials. At the same
time in this extreme of salinity, endosysbiosis [4] (and also
conjugation) that require a mixed culture state is a rare possibility.
Thus, this apparent mode of isolated and desperate evolution seems to
make halophiles more advances than prokarya but lag behind the
eukarya. This makes the background for its macromolecular structures
such as membrane and its lipids composition [5], RNA polymerase [6]
and protein synthesis machinery [7] resemble eukarya than bacteria.
By the utilization of active transporters [3], iso molarity of saturated
salinity is maintained inside and outside the cell in that in the former
K+ accumulates four time higher than that of Na+ [2,8]. This novel

strategy of osmoregulation by harbouring high intracellular salt gives
rise a fresh set of problems to its proteins, as these conditions are
known to interfere with enzyme activity [9], association-dissociation
equilibria [10], surface tension [11], relative permeability [12],
solubility and overall stability [13] of normal mesophilic proteins.
How then haloarchaea solved these problems now that they are
deliberate and willing host to high salt in their cytoplasm. This
paradox may have a possible resolution to the hypothesis that soluble
proteins are adapted but not tolerated to entertain high salt for optimal
functionality in an evolutionary time scale and a persistent presence of
the same is now necessary for their functionality.

Halophilic Enzymes Show General Mode of Adaptation
With a view of difficulty in purification of halophilic proteins in

high salt and the fact of irreversible denaturation of multimeric
enzymes in low salt [14], early studies on halo adaptation were mostly
performed by the measurement of enzyme activities on partially or
unpurified cell free extracts [15]. These results were then used (i) in
halophilic enzymology to classify individual cases into extremely,
moderately or poorly halophilic categories [16,17], (ii) in
understanding active site stability and eventually (iii) in modeling halo
adaption of proteins in general [17]. Analyses of Individual, genome
and proteome wide sequence(s) of halophiles provide novel insight
into halo adaptation [16-19] in that (a) higher abundance of acidic
over basic, (b) lower content of bulky hydrophobic and (c) increase in
boarder line hydrophobic residues are observed.
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Ferredoxin as a Probe for Understanding Halo
Adaptation

[2Fe-2S] Ferredoxin in general is a non-heme iron-sulfur protein
that acts as in electron carriers in photosynthesis in case of cyan
bacteria and green plant [20] and in oxidative decarboxilation reaction
in cytoplasm of haloarchaea [21]. Unlike mesophilic ferredoxins (Nm),
halophilic ones (Nh) are constrained for specific interaction with an
oxidoreductase (as NADH does) [21] and maintenance of structural
integrity in supersaturated salinity conditions (Figure 1, Nh). The
active site is formed by [2Fe-2S] chromophore cofactor and four
evolutionary conserved cysteines [20] residues (Figure 1: AS).
Mesophilic representative i.e. SpFd possesses some 98 residues and
that in case of HmFd and HsFd are of 128 residues. Apart from
signatory difference of 30 residues, main chain topologies of SpFd and
HmFd (or HsFd) remain almost identical with RMSD=1.14 Å2 (Figure
1: A). The extra region in haloarchaea forms 22 and 8 residues long
substructures in the N- (Figure 1, A: region B) and C-terminal end
(Figure 1, A: region B) respectively [22]. The extra regions were
speculated to be due to lateral gene transfer between halobacteria and
cysnobacteria [23]. HmFd and HsFd are well studied using sequence
[24,25], biochemical [26-29], biophysical [29-31], atomic structural
[22,32] and theoretical [33] methods due to their advantages of small
size [29], large cellular expression [27] and easy manageable
purification from cellular level [26,29] relative to other enzymes [16].
As far as general compositional bias is concerned (see above),
halophilic ferredoxins seem to be exceptional and that never
encountered in other analyses [17-19]. While overall hydrophobicity
and alkalinity remain the same [25], acidic residues shows only 4% to
5% excess with drastic decrease in boarder line hydrophobic residues
in reference to their mesophilic homologues (unpublished results of
AKB).

Figure 1: Superposition (A: between SpFd and HmFd) and model
for folded (Nm and Nh), unfolded (Um and Lh)) and intermediate
states (HCh) of mesophilic and halophilic ferredoxins based on
literature results. The extra domains (B and C) of HmFd are shown
in purple colors. The active site is marked by AS where
chromophore center is visible. In Nh both networked (NSB) and
isolated (ISB) salt bridge are found in the core and on the surface
respectively. Unlike compact hydrophobic core in Nm, loose
hydrophobic (large black circle) core surrounded by acidic (red)
and basic (blue) residues along with saturated salt ions (black star)
are visible.

Role of N-terminal Insertion Domain in Halo
Halophilic

As far as salt dependent properties and mechanism of adaption are
concerned these two representative ferredoxins show wide variations.
The observation that HmFd has long term stability at 0.04M NaCl [26]
and the high resolution crystal structure is devoid of protein-bound
salt ions [32], mobile ions mediated shielding of surface charges was
denied to be a requirement [34]. In other wards halo adaptation of
HmFd is devoid of non-specific electrostatic interactions effects.
However, this conjecture was challenged by pioneer continuum
electrostatic mediated theoretical studies [33]. Moreover, contention
of contribution of salt bridges in halo adaptation of HmFd was
proposed to be due counterbalance effect of the former by [2Fe-2S]-
chromophore center [28]. However, this does not corroborate with a
recent generalized theoretical studies on salt bridges of halophilic
proteins [35-37]. Instead, as revealed in the atomic structure [28], a
novel mode of stabilization was observed in that except the active site
(Figure 1: AS) the entire surface of HmFd (Figure 1: S) is covered with
cluster of negative charges along with the N-terminal hyper acidic
domain (Figure 1: B) that are stabilized by H-bonding and dipole
interactions contributed by tightly bound hydration shells [31]. A
solution structure of HsFd solved at 0.5M NaCl shows almost identical
main chain topology (RMSD=1.52) as HmFd. By novel design of
reconstitution experiment it was demonstrated that the halo stability
of HsFd is conferred by hyper acidic domain [22] as was entertained in
its halophilic cousin. Taken together the adaptation of HmFd and
HsFd was proclaimed to be due to the hyper acidic insertion domain
and its preferential acidic substitutions [32,22] but not due to entire
protein. Based on the observation, hyper acidic insertion domain of
HjFd was considered to be “intrinsic chaperon” that induce folding
and chromophore incorporation [28].

Salt Dependent Properties of HsFd and Mechanism of
Halo Stability

Halo stability of HsFd involves two distinct mechanisms:
charge screening and hydrophobic effect

Salt dependent kinetic measurements of HsFd showed a
requirement of ≥1.5M NaCl for maintenance of structural integrity.
Loss of tertiary structure, disruption of chromophore center and
secondary structures occurs in succession upon withdrawal of salt
[29]. Plot of natural logarithm of rate of unfolding (or half-life) against
salt concentrations was found to be non-linear indicated involvement
of more than one kind of mechanism in this process [38]. While non-
specific electrostatic was considered as the major mechanism of
instability in the salt range 0.0-0.25M, salt-solvent mediated
perturbation along with specific residue interactions were proposed to
be involved in 0.25-1.5M range.

Salt can’t be substituted fully by H(+) or poly cationic(+++
….) species

Detailed equilibrium measurements on Lh (0.05M) and Nh (4.3M)
showed that unlike Nh, Lh possesses titratable carboxylates (with up
shifted apparent pKa ~6.0) groups that gain apparent native like
stability at low pH conditions (pH 4.5) or by addition of poly cationic
but not anionic polymers, clearly indicated charge screening effect
[30]. This observation also corroborates with theoretical studies on
HmFd [31]. However, midpoint of urea induced transition (i.e. Lh ?U ;
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hence the conformational stability) at low pH was far less (~2.0M)
than that of the native state (i.e. Nh ?U; ~5.0M) suggesting that apart
from charge screening effect, high salt also contributes to other
mechanisms and that can’t be achieved either by lowering the pH or
by addition of poly cationic species into the medium [30].

Salt bridge contributes to overall halo stability of HsFd
Urea induced unfolding of Nh (where charge screening is not a

possibility) at acidic, neutral and alkaline pHs were shown to be
completely different than that of Lh. Relative to the neutral Nh, acidic
and alkaline ones showed far enhancement of rate of unfolding which
was hypothesized to be due to destabilization of crucial salt-bridges in
Nh [31]. The following scheme explains possible disruption of salt
bridge in presence of acidic and alkaline conditions.

At intermediate salt HsFd has different conformation than
native state (Nh)

Unfolding of mesophilic proteins (i.e. Nm ? U) do not generally
involve kinetic intermediates [39]. HsFd functions at cytoplasm at
near saturated salt solution (≥ 4.3M). Has Nh be at same
conformational state as intermediate salt ones that exist below the
hypothetical Hofmeister boarder (i.e. HMB but beyond CSB; Figure
1)? Salt jump experiments (4.3M ?1.0M, 4.3M?0.5M etc) showed
kinetics of intermediate salt form follows opposite path (decreasing
over time) than the typical unfolding path (increasing over time) at
low salt [31]. This intermediate form was thus identified as
hydrophobic collapsed intermediate (i.e. HCh; Figure 1) as it shows
ion specific effects in that the effect of anions is greater than cations.
Interestingly such ion-specific effect was seen to be absent for the
rising unfolding path [31]. However, it is not clear whether HCh
undergoes local or global collapse. Whatever be the case HCh is
conformationally different from Nh. Withdrawal of further salt from
HCh, causes production of partially unfolded intermediate (i.e. Lh)
[31]. Lh shows short term stability (≤ 60 hr at ambient temperature)
and eventually precipitates from solution (unpublished results of
AKB). HCh which is observed in the unfolding path of Nh is evocative
of well characterized molten globule state in the folding path of many
globular mesophilic proteins [40].

Model for Native HsFd and Possibility of Post
Hofmeister Zone

At saturated salt, low water activity persist [12] and thus unlike its
mesophilic counterpart (Nm) where a single tight hydrophobic core is
generally observed (Figure 1: Nm), a loose hydrophobic core may form
in this non-polar like solvent (core of Nh). There might also be a
possibility of formation of cluster of hydrophobic patches at the
vicinity of excessively hydrated negatively charged residues [32].
Identification of locally collapse regions in HCh would confirm this
assumption. The fact that hydrophobic force is dominant contributor
to the native state of protein in general [41] and that in the present
case it is weak, alternative weak interactions that are less affected by
the presence of multi molar salts might play crucial role in tuning the

energetic of Nh such that the characteristic intricate balance between
rigidity and flexibility is achieved. In fact in a recent study it was
showed that isolated and networked salt bridges both in protein core
and on the surface play critical role in halo stabilization [35]. Nh also
show such interactions (unpublished results of AKB). Non-specific
classical electrostatic stabilization mediated by mobile ions of bulk
solution is the marginal contributor to halo stability of Nh [29,30].

Non-specific electrostatic interactions possess an upper limit in the
salt scale (i.e. CSB in Figure 1). The same could be assumed for
Hofmeister effect (specific ion-interactions with protein). If HMB
exists then Nh which function at 4.3M salt would be beyond of HMB
i.e. in post-Hofmeister zone (Figure 1). The existence of post
Hofmeister zone (post-HMZ) could not be ruled out by the
observation that HCh (hydrophobically collapsed state) which differ
from Nh (hydrophobically relaxed state) is at Hofmeister zone [31].
Again, water activity in intermediate salt is different than saturated
one [12]. While verification of HMB and chemistry of interaction of
protein-colloid with salt and or water in its post-HMB zone is a matter
of intensive research, the existence of the same might bring a
generality in exotic nature of all halophilic proteins.
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